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The HPH-MT220 and its little brother the HPH-MT120 aren’t
the first Yamaha headphones in the pro audio arena. The RH
Series has been around for several years and done yeoman ser-
vice for a lot of recording and gigging musicians; I have a pair
of RH3C cans that have faithfully followed me into some pretty
hellish tracking environments (110-degree days in the Arizona
desert, anyone?) and come out singing.
But with the HPH-MT220, Yamaha is aiming high; this is a

serious headphone at a price that’s not pocket change, pur-
porting to offer uncompromisingly accurate sound quality for the
modern studio. Let’s see what we have here.

On the outside
The HPH-MT220 is a dynamic headphone with

45mm drivers; frequency response is stated as
15 Hz to 28 kHz, and impedance is 37 ohms,
a reasonable figure for a professional head-
phone that might have to make a transition
from the studio mixer’s headphone output to
the engineer’s iPod or the lead singer’s lap-
top. Yamaha lists the sound pressure level
as 99 dB ±3.5 dB; I presume this is the
sensitivity, which is in line with other head-
phones of this type. At just under 15
ounces, it’s a bit heavier than some other
offerings but the weight is well distributed
and not at all fatiguing. There is an over-
all sense of solidity to the HPH-MT220
that lends a lot of confidence.
Compared to the workmanlike RH

headphones, the HPH-MT220 retains
Yamaha’s trademark no-nonsense look
of simplicity that translates to elegance,
with just a touch of added pizazz. The
looks are in service to comfort and per-
formance, though; the earcups have pads
of memory foam covered in synthetic protein
leatherette, which translates to exceptional iso-
lation and good comfort for long listening sessions. The headband
is generously padded; as a rule I prefer sling-style headbands for
extended wear, but this headband was comfortable without too
much pressure on the top of the head.
The cable is a 1.2-meter (47.25") straight/coiled affair ter-

minated in a gold-plated TRS miniplug with screw-on 1/4"
adapter. The spring-loaded strain relief on the cable is a very
welcome addition that’s seen less and less often on headphone
cables these days; it’s especially important as the HPH-
MT220’s cable is permanently affixed to the left earcup and
isn’t user-replaceable.

On the ears
I listened to the HPH-MT220 with a wide variety of material over

several weeks, and took note of some very interesting strengths in
how it presents audio to the listener. This is not a shy or retiring
headphone; it speaks loud and proud with a lot of authority, and
is very well suited to rock, hip hop, and dance music.
The first thing you notice on these phones is the bass, which

is simply massive. It should be straightforward to “learn” the
sound of the HPH-MT220 so that you’re mixing your extreme
lows with accuracy, but right out of the box I was blown away
by just how much low end they were giving me. There’s good
extension to the lowest lows (low B string on a bass, lowest
octave grand piano) and the bass you get is nicely defined and
clear and tight... but there’s a lot of it.
The second thing you notice is the upper mids, which are a

bit forward and seem to “float” above the other frequency
ranges. Fine details in the most precious of rock’s sources—gui-
tars and vocals—stand out brilliantly, with lots of fine detail that
makes tricky edits a snap.
Those two frequency ranges seemed most prominent to me in

my listening sessions, with the lower mids and higher highs pre-
sent and detailed but less forward. I gravitated toward tracking
and mixing with them preferentially for my electronica material,
where the solid bottom and prominent highs led to mixes with

properly balanced bass that wasn’t woofy or over-
done, and vocals that sat nicely in the mix.

Soundstaging is very tight, with a very well-
defined phantom center; listening to stereo
versions of the early Beatles catalog is fas-
cinating, as the HPH-MT200 pulls together
some often very drastic panning choices
into a very listenable and coherent whole.
Some records that have relatively narrow
soundstaging to begin with (early 1980s
King Crimson LPs—not the rereleases!—
come to mind) come across as almost
mono on these headphones, and exag-
gerated panning is tamed quite a bit. If
you like messing with your listeners’
heads with strange stereo tricks, you’ll
want to check the Yamahas against
other monitors.
The sound isolation on the HPH-

MT220 was among the best of any
closed-back headphones we’ve tried
recently; it seals comfortably and gives

very little leakage until you’re at ear-bleed-
ing levels (which is a bad idea for an engi-

neer anyway, right?). As high-fidelity tracking-
room phones, the HPH-MT220 will have few equals.

On balance
Yamaha has made a strong statement with the HPH-

MT220. These phones have punch, power, and presence
aplenty, and will be an exciting and inspiring monitor source
for recording musicians and engineers who like their tracks
to hit hard.

Price: $399 (HPH-MT120, not reviewed here, $299)

More from: Yamaha, http://4wrd.it/MT220
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